Governance Actions  
November 2008 - January 2009

The Curriculum

Program actions:

AVD - discontinuation of minor in Communication and the Arts, approved by AVD chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

AVD - a new minor in Arts Management, approved by AVD chair (supported by PEA and HUS chairs), Dean, AAC, and Provost

Design Arts - changes in requirements for major (delete Art 101, Design 231; add English 324 to Applied/Practicum category; add Design 431 to Core Set 1; move Design 433 to elective list) approved by AAC, and Provost (supported by HUS chair)  
Design Arts - a new minor, approved by AVD chair (supported by ICS chair), Dean, AAC, and Provost

ENG - change in requirements for the Creative Writing emphasis to ensure students take an upper level workshop, approved by HUS chair and Dean  
ENG - change in requirements for the minor (add ENG 290 as a lower level elective and reduce lower-level electives from 6 to 3 credits) approved by HUS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost  
ENG - change in requirements for the major (add ENG 290 as a requirement, reduce lower-level electives from 9 to 6 credits for the Literature emphasis and from 6 to 3 credits for the Creative Writing emphasis, delete ENG 304 and Eng 323 as requirements in the Literature and English Education emphases, and delete ENG 101, 206, 224 in the English Education emphasis) approved by HUS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

EPP - change in requirements for Public Policy emphasis (add PEA 321 Coastal Resources as an elective) approved by PEA chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

FNS - add FNS 360 Women and Gender in First Nations Communities to list of electives for major and minor, approved by HUS chair, Women’s Studies chair, and Dean

Graduate Programs - a clarification and changes of the residency requirement, approved by Graduate Faculty Board of Advisors

HUB - HUB 204 Anatomy and Physiology added as a requirement (replacing BIO 203) for all majors and minors, approved by HUB chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost  
HUB - CHEM 109 (newly separated lab for CHEM 108) required in Nutritional Sciences track for students who elect CHEM 108, approved by HUB chair and Dean
HUB - CHEM 213 and 214 (newly separated labs for already required courses) added to requirements for all tracks, approved by HUB chair and Dean
HUB - HUB 310 Human Genetics added as an alternative to BIO 303 Genetics in Health Science emphasis, approved by HUB chair and Dean
HUB - HUB 444 Endocrinology added to electives in Cytotechnology emphasis, approved by HUB chair and Dean

HUD - change statistics requirement for majors by allowing Business majors/minors to take BUA 215 Introduction to Business Statistics and 217 Advanced Business Statistics instead of COMM SCI 205 or MATH 260, approved by chairs of HUD and BUA and by Dean
HUD - add to list of electives HUD 443 Spirituality and Development and delete inactive courses HUD 334 Play and Creative Activities in Childhood and HUD 351 Interdisciplinary Topics in Human Development, approved by HUD chair and Dean

HUS emphasis in Western Culture - change in requirements (delete 3-credit Interdisciplinary Themes and Great Works category and increase elective category by 3 credits) approved by HUS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost
HUS emphasis in Ancient and Medieval Studies - change in requirements (add PHIL 401, HUS 323, and HUS 324 to list of renamed Ancient/Medieval religion and Philosophy subcategory, increase required upper-level electives to 9 credits, and make HUS 334 and HUS 335 alternative requirements rather than both) approved by HUS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION - requirement change for Public Management emphasis (add POL SCI 370 as elective in Public Policy category and PEA 350 as elective in Analytic Methods category) approved by PEA chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

PSYCH - choice of PSYCH 300 or COMMSCI 301 added as requirement for all minors, approved by HUD chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

Social Work - add SCD 251 as an option for the Social Environment requirement, approved by Social Work chair (supported by SCD chair), Dean, AAC, and Provost
Social Work - add HUD 331 and 332 as options for the Human Behavior requirement, approved by Social Work chair (supported by HUD chair), Dean, AAC, and Provost
Social Work - add ANTHRO 304 as option for the Family requirement, approved by Social Work chair (supported by Anthropology chair), Dean, AAC, and Provost

URS - delete COMM SCI 205 Social Science Statistics and PSYCH 390 Environmental Psychology from major/minor, add GEOG 102 World Regions and Concepts to major/minor, approved by URS, HUD, and PEA chairs and Dean

Course actions:
BUA 350 Business Computer Applications - minor change in catalog description approved by BUA chair and Dean
BUA 472 Seminar in Leadership - minor change in periodicity approved by BUA chair and Dean
BUA 480 Quality Management - designation as inactive approved by BUA chair and Dean

BUA 482 Strategic Management - minor change in periodicity approved by BUA chair and Dean

CHEM 108 General Chemistry - change of credit hours to 4, approved by Chemistry chair, NAS chair, Dean, GEC, AAC, and Provost

CHEM 109 General Chemistry Laboratory - new course, approved by Chemistry chair, NAS chair, Dean, GEC for NS I, AAC, and Provost

CHEM 211 Principles of Chemistry I - change of credit hours to 4, approved by Chemistry chair, NAS chair, Dean, GEC, AAC, and Provost

CHEM 212 Principles of Chemistry II - change of credit hours to 4, approved by Chemistry chair, NAS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

CHEM 213 Chemistry I Laboratory - new course approved by Chemistry chair, NAS chair, Dean, GEC for NS I, AAC, and Provost

CHEM 214 Chemistry II Laboratory - new course approved by Chemistry chair, NAS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

DESIGN 43 Design Arts Studio III - new course approved by AVD chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

ENG - minor course change to make ENG 290 a prerequisite to all upper level English courses except ENG 324 Practicum in Literary Publishing, approved by HUS chair and Dean

ENG 301 Intermediate Creative Writing - minor change in prerequisites, approved by HUS chair and Dean

ENG 304 Advanced Nonfiction Writing - minor change of title to Creative Nonfiction Writing and of periodicity, catalog description, and prerequisites, approved by HUS chair and Dean

ENG 323 Approaches to Literature - minor change of title to Topics in Literary Criticism and of catalog description, periodicity, prerequisites, and repeatability, approved by HUS chair and Dean

FNS/WOST 360 Women and Gender in First Nations Communities - new course approved by HUS chair, Dean, GEC (for Ethnic Studies), AAC, and Provost; and added to list of electives for Women's Studies minor and FNS major, approved by chairs of HUS, FNS, and Women's Studies and Dean

HIST/WOST 381 Women in Ancient and Medieval History - deactivated and dropped from Women's Studies minor, approved by Women's Studies chair and Dean

HUB 306 Microscopic Anatomy Lab - deactivated, approved by HUB chair and Dean

HUB 342 Human Evolution - deactivated, approved by HUB chair and Dean

HUD 443 Spirituality and Development - new course approved by HUD chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost
MANAGEMENT 715 Financial Information for Decision Making - minor change in prerequisite, approved by BUA chair and Dean
MANAGEMENT 743 Financial Management - minor change in prerequisite, approved by BUA chair and Dean
MANAGEMENT 783X Leadership Development - experimental course, approved by BUA chair and Dean

MUSIC 483X Music History I - experimental course, approved by AVD chair, GEC (for writing emphasis and Fine Arts), and Dean

PEA 323 Land Use Controls - minor change in catalog description, approved by PEA chair and Dean
PEA 483X Geopolitics of World Resources - experimental course approved by PEA chair and Dean
PEA 483X/683X Transitioning to Sustainable Communities - experimental course approved by PEA chair, ESP Graduate chair, and Dean

PHILOS 401 Plato and Aristotle - new course approved by HUS chair, Dean, GEC (for HS III and writing emphasis), AAC, and Provost
SCD 461 History, Politics and Social Criticism - title change to Social and Political Criticism, approved by SCD chair and Dean

SOC WORK 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710 change prerequisite to admission to MSW program, approved by Social Work chair and Dean
SOC WORK 720, 727, 728 change periodicity, approved by Social Work chair and Dean
SOC WORK 721, 722, 729, 732, 733, 734, 735, 795 change prerequisites to completion of foundation requirements or advanced standing, approved by Social Work chair and Dean
SOC WORK 737 Social Work and Crisis Intervention with Vulnerable Populations - new course approved by Social Work chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

**Personnel Practices**
no changes

**Governance Structures and Policies**
no changes